This is the presentation David gave at the Sohn Investment Conference on Monday, April
23, 2018.
Assured Guaranty (AGO) issued a press release that night, without having yet seen our
presentation.
AGO said that Greenlight demonstrated a “fundamental lack of understanding of [AGO’s]
business model.” Further, it stated that scheduled shortfall principal and interest payments
do not accelerate and it does not face liquidity risks. Notably AGO said, “Mr. Einhorn’s focus
on total debt service ignores this lack of acceleration.”
In fact, we agree that payments don’t accelerate and the company does not face near‐term
liquidity risks – we never said that.
We very much understand AGO’s business model and stand by our analysis.

1

I’d like to remind everyone that the idea I’m about to present is an existing position in our
portfolio. We may close out our position at any time.

2

I first spoke at Sohn in 2002 and shared a short idea of a mid sized financial institution that
most of you had not heard of. Allied Capital had serious problems. It had large losses it
refused to account for. It had invented its own proprietary grading system that helped it
hide its losses. It fooled its auditors, who were asleep, and it fooled investors by
aggressively returning large amounts of capital that it didn’t really earn.

3

If you weren’t there or don’t remember, it’s all written down here.
In any case, today I am going to present another short of a midsized financial institution
most of you haven’t heard of, with serious problems including losses it hasn’t accounted
for, that has created its own proprietary grading system which helps hide the losses. It has
fooled its sleepy auditors and regulators, and it lures investors by aggressively returning
capital that it doesn’t earn.
This time, I hope I won’t have to write a book about it.

4

Our idea today is Assured Guarantee, or AGO.
It is a melting ice cube that is paying out the drops while it still can. When regulators,
auditors or rating agencies figure them out, I doubt there will be many more drops left for
shareholders.
AGO is a bond insurer.

5

Bond insurance, or “financial guarantee insurance”, is where an insurance company
guarantees interest and principal payments when bonds default.
Starting in 1971, AMBAC insured municipal bonds. Rating agencies gave municipal bonds
lower ratings than corporate bonds with the same risk, which raised borrowing costs.
Bond insurers arbitraged the ratings. Once insured by a AAA rated bond insurer, the muni
bonds automatically became AAA, which reduced the borrowing cost. In effect, the bond
insurers split the savings with the municipality.
_____________
Image used with permission of www.cartoonstock.com.

6

Bond insurers prospered for over 25 years, because municipal bonds almost never default.
Even when municipalities defaulted, the bond insurers would usually recoup any paid
claims. Hence: the term “zero‐loss” insurance.
Business Week called municipal bond insurance “an almost perfect money machine.”
Alas, all good stories must come to an end…
_____________
Image used with permission of www.cartoonstock.com.

7

Almost perfect money machines attract competition, which caused the bond insurers to
look for other ways to grow, starting with lower‐rated municipalities, followed by corporate
bonds and eventually structured finance. Risk taking accelerated and culminated with a pop
in 2008.
Most bond insurers, including the leaders, MBIA and AMBAC, crashed. Once they suffered
ratings downgrades they couldn’t write new business and went into run‐off.
_____________
John Deering Editorial Cartoon is used with the permission of John Deering and Creators Syndicate.
All rights reserved.

8

Post crisis the agencies admitted they had under‐rated municipal bonds and re‐scaled the
ratings to match corporate bonds. This effectively ended the rating arbitrage and the
opportunity to insure a large number of new municipal bonds.
In 2015 the SEC made it official by requiring rating agencies to weigh credit default risk in a
consistent manner for all securities.
_____________
Source: Moody’s Investors Service, Moody's US Municipal Ratings to Move to Global Scale
Beginning April; March 16, 2010; available at www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-US-MunicipalRatings-to-Move-to-Global-Scale-Beginning--PR_196360

9

Pre‐crisis about half of new munis were insured. With the rating scale corrected and no
AAA rated bond insurers left, the arbitrage is nearly gone and insurance is purchased less
often.
_____________
Source: Dowling & Partners Securities LLC, received April 2018.

10

Assured Guaranty is one of the few survivors.
AGO was part of ACE starting in 1988 and went public in 2004.
Unlike MBIA and AMBAC, AGO survived the financial crisis relatively unscathed.
_____________
Source: Bloomberg LP, retrieved April 20, 2018.

11

AGO started Triple‐A but Moody’s downgraded it in 1999 due to industry competition. This
probably saved the company because without a Triple‐A rating from both S&P and Moody’s
during the peak of the structured credit mania, it couldn’t compete and wrote less bad
business guaranteeing the toxic CDOs that brought down most bond insurers.
After the financial crisis, AGO wobbled but didn’t fall down.
_____________
Source: Moody’s Investors Service rating of Assured Guaranty Corp (AGC), retrieved April 2018.
AGC is a wholly owned subsidiary of AGO which underwrites guarantees for municipal bonds and
infrastructure transactions.

12

AGO did have some structured finance business and has paid out $5.1 billion of losses.
However, when the dust settled AGO was able to recover over 70% of its losses by suing
the banks who sponsored the deals for fraud.
_____________
Source: AGO annual reports for years presented, available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd, and Greenlight calculations.

13

Since the financial crisis, a majority of AGOs structured finance exposure has been resolved
and the overall book has shrunk.
New business production is not expected to fully replace the amortization of the existing
portfolio, and the ice cube will continue to melt.
_____________
Source: AGO annual reports for years presented, available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd, and Greenlight calculations.

14

AGO is no longer rated AAA, but S&P gives it an AA rating and Moody’s rates it the
equivalent to A‐.
The company responded to Moody’s by asking it to withdraw the rating, saying it disagrees
with Moody’s methodology.
According to the company, it thinks it can write new business as long as it keeps its S&P
rating.
_____________
Source: Ratings information for AGC from Moody’s Investors Service and S&P. AGC is a wholly
owned subsidiary of AGO which underwrites guarantees for municipal bonds and infrastructure
transactions. Withdrawal request is from AGO Q4 2017 earnings call.
ROBERT ARIAIL © 2016 Spartanburg Herald-Journal. Reprinted with permission of ANDREWS
MCMEEL SYNDICATION for UFS. All rights reserved.

15

Post crisis, AGO has bought or reinsured most of its competitors, including Radian, CIFG,
MBIA’s UK division and Syncora.
This has mitigated some of the decline…
_____________
Source: Pricing from Bloomberg LP, retrieved April 20, 2018. Acquisitions and reinsurance from
AGO Forms 8-K and earnings calls, available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/bycompany/assured-guaranty-ltd.

16

…but even consolidation hasn’t stopped the business from shrinking.
The amortization of its old business is greater than the acquired plus new business.
_____________
Source: AGO annual reports for years presented, available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd, and Greenlight calculations.

17

The recovery from the financial crisis has been good for the income statement. In addition
to the legal recoveries, AGO has reversed mark‐to‐market losses on credit default swaps.
However, looking forward, the litigation has been mostly resolved and there is little mark‐
to‐market liability for CDS left on the balance sheet to reverse.
_____________
Source: AGO annual reports for years presented, available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd, and Greenlight calculations.

18

Another main revenue driver has been advanced refundings, where municipalities
refinance at lower rates. When this happens AGO accelerates the unearned premium into
revenue.
The new tax bill eliminated the benefit of advanced refundings. In effect, municipalities
can’t issue tax‐free bonds to repay existing bonds.
This revenue source is also likely to diminish greatly.
_____________
Illustration: Parker Brothers.

19

So, with the future lacking legal recoveries, derivative loss reversals and advanced
refunding income, pre‐provision pre‐tax income looks likely to collapse.
_____________
Source: AGO annual reports for years presented, available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd, and Greenlight calculations. The 2018 estimates
reflect Greenlight’s estimates and incorporate impact of Syncora reinsurance transaction.

20

The strong earnings and shrinking book have enabled AGO to buy back about 30% of the
outstanding shares in the last 5 years.
Shrinking profits should pressure buyback capacity by next year… and that’s before talking
about the real problems.
_____________
Source: Bloomberg LP, retrieved April 20, 2018; AGO annual reports for years presented, available
at http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; and Greenlight
calculations.

21

The nature of the business is that for a small payment, the bond insurers guarantee large
obligations that they hope to never pay out on.

22

This causes a lot of leverage no matter how you look at it.
AGO has $7 billion of statutory capital and almost $12 billion of what it calls “claims paying
resources” – or money that can be used to pay claims as needed.
Against this, AGO has guaranteed $239 billion of undefeased bonds, which balloons to
$373 billion when you count guaranteed interest payments.
Depending on how you look at it, AGO is 32‐54 times levered.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 financial supplement available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd.

23

Generally, in a highly levered structure, diversification makes a lot of sense.
AGO is concentrated: Look at the top 10 insured credits.
A single impaired credit could create a significant problem. And as we’ll see shortly, there is
one big problem in the “here and now” and several significant problems on the horizon.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 financial supplement available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; Greenlight calculations; Moody’s Investors Service;
and S&P publications.

24

Not all the credits are money good. Against the $7 billion of equity, AGO insured more
than $12 billion bonds that are now rated “below investment grade.”
None of these bonds were below investment grade at issuance, so they have all suffered
substantial credit deterioration.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 financial supplement available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; Greenlight calculations.

25

How much deterioration is a matter of opinion. AGO’s 10‐K has this strange disclosure,
which says that AGO uses its own internal credit ratings, rather than third party ratings.
_____________
Source: AGO annual report available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/bycompany/assured-guaranty-ltd.

26

Of course, when you self‐grade there could be a bias. We compared AGO’s internal ratings
of its largest “below investment grade” risks with third‐party credit ratings and found that
AGO consistently grades them higher.

27

I’d especially highlight Puerto Rican debt, which AGO says is rated CCC or CC depending on
the issue, even though Puerto Rico defaulted last year and S&P and Moody’s show much
lower ratings.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 financial supplement available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; Greenlight calculations; Moody’s Investors Service;
and S&P publications.

28

Certainly, there must be some motivation for this grade inflation.
_____________
Image: www.phdcomics.com.

29

And I believe this may be one of the main reasons.
These internal credit ratings flow straight into the loss estimating process, which affects
reserves and the balance sheet.
_____________
Source: AGO annual report available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/bycompany/assured-guaranty-ltd.

30

AGO expects to pay out $1.3 billion in claims on its entire portfolio.
This does not include a $572 million “salvage recoverable” asset on its Balance Sheet,
which AGO expects to recover against these losses. The actual “net reserve” number it
quotes is only $844 million.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 annual report and AGO 2017 financial supplement, both available at
http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; and Greenlight
calculations.

31

Which brings us to Puerto Rico…

32

…the wild card in the AGO story.
There is nothing new here since West Side Story… except…

33

The population is no longer growing. Since its peak in 2005 it has shrunk 11%.
And the government of Puerto Rico estimates that an additional 200,000 residents will
leave by the end of 2018.
_____________
Source:
• Historical data from Federal Reserve Economic Data, available at https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/
POPTOTPRA647NWDB, retrieved April 2018; and
• Estimate of population impact in 2018 from Washington Post, available at
www.washingtonpost.com/national/ exodus‐from‐puerto‐rico‐grows‐as‐island‐struggles‐to‐rebound‐
from‐hurricanemaria/2018/03/06/ b2fcb996‐16c3‐11e8‐92c9‐376b4fe57ff7_story.html

34

Because Puerto Rico bonds are triple tax exempt in every State, they have been attractive
to investors and allowed the island to continue selling debt beyond its means.
Puerto Rico’s current $74 billion of debt is more than any U.S. state government except
California, New York and Massachusetts.
By 2014, Debt to GNP passed 105%.
And this doesn’t include another $52 billion of unfunded pension liability, which puts the
total liabilities to GNP ratio at a stunning 180%.
_____________
Source:
• Commonwealth 2016 Financial Report;
• Mercatus Center "Origins of the Puerto Rico Fiscal Crisis” available at
www.mercatus.org/system/files/Joffe‐Puerto‐Rico‐Fiscal‐Crisis‐v1.pdf;
• GNP data from Puerto Rico Government Development Bank statistical appendix available at
www.gdb.pr.gov/economy/statistical‐appendix.html;
• Ratings from S&P; and
• 2016 debt balance from Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Financial Information and Operating Data Report
available at www.gdb.pr.gov/documents/ CommonwealthofPuertoRicoFinancialInfoFY201612‐18‐16.pdf.

35

Between 1996 and 2006 Congress eliminated tax incentives that allowed U.S. businesses to
operate in Puerto Rico on a tax‐exempt basis.
This contributed to the loss of jobs, causing the population to shrink and the economy to
contract 16% over a dozen years.
_____________
Source: International Monetary Fund data, retrieved April 2018 available at www.imf.org/external/
datamapper/NGDP_RPCH@WEO/ OEMDC/ADVEC/WEOWORLD

36

We have no bankruptcy process for State governments or territories. In 2016 Congress
instituted PROMESA, a U.S. federal law to deal with the situation.
It established an unelected oversight board and a process for restructuring debt.
Under PROMESA, Puerto Rico is able to restructure its debt under Title 3, which is similar to
a bankruptcy process but outside of bankruptcy court.

37

After failed negotiations between creditors and the government, Puerto Rico defaulted on
its debt in May 2017 and has not paid its bondholders since.
Though looking at the chart, creditors have known for years that Puerto Rico’s credit was
troubled.
_____________
Source: Pricing history from Bloomberg LP, retrieved April 2018, for the Puerto Rico 5% July 2041 general
obligation bonds.

38

So, Puerto Rico was a financial disaster….before Hurricane Maria. In West Side Story, Tony
dies in Maria’s arms. Last year, Maria brought devastation that gives new meaning to the
word tragedy.
Maria did $95 billion of damage and accelerated the exodus from the island. Power and
water have not been fully restored. There is federal aid to alleviate some of the suffering,
but none for bondholders.

39

Puerto Rico’s oversight board certified an analysis of Puerto Rico’s debt levels in relation to
the 10 most indebted U.S. states, across 4 different metrics as calculated by Moody’s.
As you can see, Puerto Rico is an outlier.
_____________
Source: Puerto Rico figures from April 2018 Control Board fiscal plan and Greenlight calculations.

40

The oversight board estimated how much tax‐supported debt Puerto Rico could bear, if the
debt load were set in line with the average of the 10 most indebted states.
Importantly, this analysis assumed that all debt is restructured into 30‐year, 5% coupon
obligations.
Even so, the supported debt ranges from only $4 billion to $18 billion.
This is not a traditional U.S. municipal default where most lenders are made nearly whole
eventually.
_____________
Source: Puerto Rico figures from April 2018 Control Board fiscal plan and Greenlight calculations.

41

AGO has a lot of exposure to Puerto Rico. It comes in several different flavors.
About 30% is GOs or General Obligation bonds. These are generally believed to be the best
positioned of the debt. Under the Puerto Rico Constitution they have priority over other
debt.
_____________
Source: AGO Q4 2017 financial supplement.

42

When Puerto Rico reached a cap on the amount of GO bonds it could issue under its
Constitution, it created public corporations that could issue their own debt, supported by
specific revenue streams – for example, highway tolls and sales & use taxes.
All of these bonds are part of the fiscal plan approved by the oversight board. Although
these corporations have their own revenue sources, they could be potentially clawed back
to pay the GO obligations.
_____________
Source: AGO Q4 2017 financial supplement.

43

The final third of Puerto Rico bonds have also been issued by public corporations and have
their own exclusive sources of revenue that Puerto Rico cannot claw back for other
purposes.
The PREPA exposure is particularly vulnerable given Maria wiped out the island’s electric
generation capability.
Altogether, AGO’s exposure to Puerto Rico bonds is $5 billion, and including insured
interest payments over $8 billion, which is more than AGO’s entire capital base.
_____________
Source: AGO Q4 2017 financial supplement.

44

If the maximum tax‐supported debt after a restructuring would be at most $18 billion, it
implies losses of over $2 billion on just the tax supported debt AGO has insured.
This is before you consider losses on its $1.6 billion exposure to utilities and municipal
debt.
Altogether the principal loss approaches $2.8 billion.
And if we used the average of the four metrics instead, the loss would be $3.4 billion.
_____________
Source: AGO Q4 2017 financial supplement; pricing from Bloomberg LP retrieved April 19, 2018; April 2018
Control Board fiscal plan; and Greenlight calculations.

45

Here is a mark to market valuation of AGO’s exposure aggregated in two buckets – the first
one is included in the fiscal plan, while the second one is everything else. You can see the
market is pricing in a better recovery than the fiscal plan suggests.
On this basis, the principal loss to AGO appears to be about $2.8 billion.
AGO is also on the hook for timely interest payments on much of this debt, so its loss
would be even higher.
_____________
Source: AGO Q4 2017 financial supplement; pricing from Bloomberg LP retrieved April 19, 2018; and
Greenlight calculations.

46

We ran a third analysis using Moody’s ratings, which encapsulate a range of implied
recoveries for each bond issue.
The range of implied recoveries generate a net present value loss between $2.7 billion to
$4.5 billion, with a midpoint estimate of $3.6 billion.
All three analyses basically yield similar results.
_____________
Source: AGO Q4 2017 financial supplement; Moody’s Investor Services; and Greenlight calculations.

47

You can’t get blood from a stone. Puerto Rico can only support so much debt.
While creditors and government officials and experts and lawyers can spend years arguing
whether there is a little more or a little less available, and which creditors get more or less,
it’s clear that large losses are baked in, and AGOs exposure is diversified across creditor
groups.
_____________
Source: www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2017‐puerto‐rico‐debt‐crisis/

48

So, lets come back to AGO’s $1.3 billion of future expected losses. We know that only $1.1
billion supports the future losses in its entire public finance portfolio. The Puerto Rican
losses by themselves seem likely to be 2 to 4 times that.
_____________
Image: © Tribune Content Agency, LLC. All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.

49

It doesn’t appear that AGO has taken the hurricane into account. While the bond market
fell about 30 points after the hurricane through year‐end, implying about $1.5 billion in
incremental losses, AGO boosted its reserves by a measly $111 million.
While prices have recovered since, they are still well below where they traded pre‐
hurricane. We’ll see where AGO establishes its reserves for the March quarter shortly.
_____________
Source: Pricing from Bloomberg LP retrieved April 19, 2018. Expected loss data, referred to as “reserves”,
from AGO quarterly and annual reports for time periods presented, available at
http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd.

50

The bulls will correctly say that AGO does not have to mark‐to‐market its insurance
contracts. However, under GAAP accounting, it has to consider a variety of scenarios,
assign probabilities to each and then calculate an expected loss. AGO can’t simply ignore
changing circumstances like the hurricanes.
We believe almost all of AGO’s public finance reserves are allocated to Puerto Rico. This
implies at most a 20% loss and suggests that Puerto Rico can support almost $60 billion of
debt, which does not seem like a reasonable conclusion from probability weighting
multiple scenarios. We think AGO should publicly disclose the calculations so we can
better judge whether AGO is using higher internal credit ratings to underestimate losses.
The bulls and AGO will contend that they expect most or all of this money will be
recovered. We think this is unlikely. Puerto Rico is not like the structured finance deals
where AGO recovered most of its losses by suing the bank sponsors. AGO was not
defrauded when it wrote insurance on Puerto Rico. In any case, if you think that Puerto
Rico bonds are worth 80 cents, you should buy them and sell AGO stock. That’s what we
have done as a hedge.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 annual report and AGO 2017 financial supplement, both available at
http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd.; Greenlight
calculations; Puerto Rico public debt total from March 2017 Puerto Rico fiscal plan.

51

If AGO recognized a much bigger loss, its S&P rating would be at risk.
Last year, S&P said AGO could withstand $2.3 billion of losses. Since then, capital
distributions have depleted that to about $1.8 billion.
Incremental losses could pressure the buyback, and losses along the lines of our
calculations would force a choice between a capital raise and surrendering the AA rating
the company needs to write new business.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 annual report, AGO 2017 financial supplement, AGO 2017 Q4 earnings call each available
at http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; and Greenlight
calculations. S&P loss absorption capacity is from rating analysis dated July 24, 2017.

52

And Puerto Rico may just be the tip of the iceberg.
_____________
Image: www.iStockphoto.com

53

These are the other “below investment grade” bonds over $50 million in AGO’s U.S. public
finance business.
I don’t have time to go into these issues.
But, notice again that most of the internal ratings are higher than the external credit
ratings.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 financial supplement available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; Greenlight calculations; Moody’s Investors Service;
and S&P publications.

54

And when we take a look at AGO’s estimates of expected losses to be paid, not much has
been reserved for the rest of the U.S. public finance portfolio once you back out Puerto
Rico.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 annual report and AGO 2017 financial supplement, both available at
http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; and Greenlight
calculations.
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Here are the “below investment grade” bonds over $50 million in AGO’s Non‐U.S. public
finance business.
Most of it is infrastructure bonds for hospitals, utilities, wind farms and highways, with a
different risk profile than municipal bonds.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 financial supplement available at http://assuredguaranty.com/investorinformation/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; Greenlight calculations; Moody’s Investors Service;
and S&P publications.

56

AGO has just a 2.7% reserve for this book, as well.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 annual report and AGO 2017 financial supplement, both available at
http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; and Greenlight
calculations.

57

While structured finance isn’t the size it used to be, there is still just a small reserve against
a large “below investment grade” exposure.
AGO still has $12.6 billion of exposure, of which $3.4 billion is “below investment grade”
including significant subprime exposure, but only $100 million of loss reserves.
_____________
Source: AGO 2017 annual report and AGO 2017 financial supplement, both available at
http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/by-company/assured-guaranty-ltd; and Greenlight
calculations.
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Beyond the remaining troubled “below investment grade” exposures, AGO has significant
exposure to other potentially problematic areas down the line.
_____________
Image used with permission of www.cartoonstock.com.
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In talking about Puerto Rico, AGO’s CEO Dominic Frederico has pointed out that if Puerto
Rico does not pay its debts, as required by its Constitution, it could have harmful ripple
effects on the mainland.
In effect he’s threatening that Puerto Rico could become a precedent for the future
bankruptcies of insolvent State governments. But he might be right. And that might be
very bad for AGO…
_____________
Source: AGO March 28, 2018 press release.
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AGO has $17 billion of exposure to Illinois.
And while people are already leaving Illinois, it is not in the worst shape of any U.S. State –
it is only #49 according to research from George Mason University. The top honor belongs
to New Jersey, where AGO has $12.4 billion in exposure.
Illinois debt per capita is $50,400. New Jersey’s is $67,200, and already has one of the
highest tax rates. These represent potential significant problems for AGO in the future.
_____________
Source: www.mercatus.org/statefiscalrankings. AGO 2017 financial supplement, available at
http://assuredguaranty.com/investor-information/bycompany/ assured-guaranty-ltd; and Greenlight
calculations.
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Regulators have to protect policy holders. This company has promised to make good on
hundreds of billions of dollars of bonds over a very long period of time. If you own the
AGO‐insured Illinois 5% GOs of February 2039, you have to be against the buybacks. AGO
has obvious needs and limited resources. And a potential ratings cut would curtail new
business and put it into run‐off.
Having watched the other financial guaranty companies run into trouble over the last
decade, regulatory intervention here is plausible. At a minimum, regulators should
carefully study whether to approve additional dividends.
_____________
Image: © Tribune Content Agency, LLC. All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.
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And lest you think AGO’s accounting is likely a place where reasonable people can disagree,
I leave you with this quote from AGO’s CEO:
“I work in the insurance industry because, as a balance‐sheet guy, there’s a lot of junk you
can play with… The fun you can engineer into an insurance company’s balance sheet is a lot
more fun than some others.”
I have had fun dis‐engineering AGO’s balance sheet with you today. Thank you for having
me again.
_____________
Source: Philadelphia Inquirer, December 9, 2001, “The empire builder” by Joseph N. DiStefano.
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